There are two types of situations where the INPUT statements from the DATA step, designed for reading raw or external data, is one of the most efficient ways for outputting customized reports. You can read data from several lines and put them on a single line, or read data from a single line and put it on several lines. The real life data examples presented in the paper illustrate how to use a few lines of INPUT statement code to generate outputs of desire.
READING SEVERAL LINE TO OUTPUT A SINGLE LINE
A SAS data set or a text file may happen to be arranged such that related information is spread over several lines. On the other hand, sometimes the desired reports need to put them together into a single line.
For example, the following lines of data are produced by a statistical program called SUDAAN, which calculates appropriate standard errors for data from a complex sampling design. A portion of the original output from SUDAAN is shown below in Given these data, the following report format is desired: In other words, result for each survey item will be put on a single line, in the order of Grand Total, Region1, and then Region 2, with the percentages and standard errors placed side by side.
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The key statement is the INPUT statement, using List style in this case. It tells SAS to read EST1 and SE1 from the first line, then move to Line 2 to read EST2 and SE2, followed by Line 3 for EST3 and SE3. At each iteration, this INPUT statement will be repeated reading the next three lines of data and put them in the next line in the SAS data set. The process will continue until it reaches the end of the text file CUT. The INPUT and PUT statements have been highlighted on Line 13 and 5, respectively. This program shows the power of INPUT statement: Through a single line of code, not only did we break down each line into 2, but we did so for each and every Area.
The above code contains two major steps.
Step One is to produce a text file using the PUT statement on Line 5. There are 2 reasons for this step. First, the INPUT statement only works with raw data, thus a text file is required. Second, through this step, we can re-arrange data so that logically related variables stay together, which facilitates later breakdown.
The other point worth noting is that we have listed the Area variable twice on the PUT statement, one as the first variable and the other as the sixth variable. This is to facilitate the INPUT statement to produce identical values for Area after breaking each into two lines, as we will see more clearly later.
After producing the raw data file, we move to Step 2 to read the data in order to produce a SAS data set with the layout we desire. By using the double trailing @ we tell SAS to hold the record to allow further processing across iterations. Since there are 5 variables named in the INPUT statement before @@, after reading the first 5 variables in the line for the first area (='4A'), SAS will hold the line and move the pointer one column to the right (specified by the code of '+1' on Line 11) to correctly read the remaining 5 variables to the second line. Now we see why we have used the Area variable twice on the PUT statement. To ensure that the two lines will have identical values of the Area variable.
